Usually mathematical abstractions are used as examples in teaching of general courses as well as in special courses such as numerical recipes. Using of examples from physics (or optics in particular) makes the course more interesting and understandable for students in optical engineering. In Applied and Computer Optics Department of ITMO University the course "Numerical Recipes in Optics" is studied via practical usage of optical image modeling and quality analysis. It helps to make studying of numerical recipes (such as numerical integration, approximation, fast Fourier transform etc.) more useful. Moreover it gives deeper understanding in mathematical models of physical processes. The most interesting exercises corresponding to different numerical recipes are presented in the paper.
INTRODUCTION
Numerical recipes course is often in optical engineering curricula. It is necessary to be able to making numerical simulation for various physical processes, in particular in optics. Simple mathematical functions are usually using in exercises in such courses [1] . It gives to student good understanding of numerical recipes, their accuracy and others properties. However, we can see that it does not guarantee ability to use these recipes for practical calculations and connection between theory and its practical usage. In Applied and Computer Optics Department of ITMO University we use examples from optical image modeling and quality analysis as exercises. It makes studying of numerical recipes more useful from practical point of view, gives deeper understanding of optical processes and applications. Moreover we use interest to computer science for studying optics.
There are several studying numerical recipes:
NUMERICAL DIFFERENTIATION RECIPE
Numerical differentiation is the simplest numerical recipe, but it has useful application in aberration theory. It is well known that the first derivation of wave aberration by pupil coordinate is a lateral aberration, and the second derivation is a longitudinal aberration [2] . Usually wave aberration is described with Zernike polynomials:
where  , -polar pupil coordinates, m -power of  , n -power of  , nm c -coefficient (shows contribution of each aberration type),
As exercise each student gets his own set of Zernike polynomials for differentiation, and calculates the first and the second derivative (in fact lateral and longitudinal aberrations) by forward and central difference methods. Also student evaluates accuracy of computation as difference between values calculated by numerical recipe and by analytical derivation.
Thus in additions to methods of numerical differentiation students also study practical usage of Zernike polynomials and mathematical connection between wave, lateral, and longitudinal aberrations.
Example of exercise:
Calculate first and second derivation of wave aberration function ) , ( 
NUMERICAL INTEGRATION RECIPE
In numerical integration part we study Gaussian method and Newton-Cotes method. For studying accuracy of these methods we use simple mathematical function (cos for example). Good example of using numerical integration in optics is calculation of encircled energy by point spread function:
where   
APPROXIMATION RECIPE
In approximation recipe we study least squares method. An optical example is approximation of index of refraction. If we know several indices of refraction for glass, we can calculate coefficients of Herzberger dispersion formula [3] :
where   Using least squares method for the system of linear equations (4):
Example of exercise:
The known index of refraction values for optical glass F2 are 
FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM RECIPE
The most interesting optical application of numerical recipe is Fourier transform [4] . For studying Fourier transform and its properties we use typical function (delta-function, rectangle, etc.). As simple optical example we use calculation of point spread function by given pupil function. There are variety of tasks with complicated area of pupil (central obscuration, synthetic aperture), pupil with non-uniform transmission or with given types of aberrations (specified with Zernike polynomials). Additionally we are considering normalization problem for PSF calculation: Figure 3 . Perfect optical system PSF and PSF of optical system with central obscuration.
Solution of exercise:

CONCLUSIONS
As we can see, it is a lot of interesting and useful examples in optics for using them in numerical recipes course. It makes studying of numerical recipes more useful from practical point of view. Also it gives deeper understanding of optical processes and applications. Our experience shows that it really works. After this course student use numerical recipes with confidence in other courses, in bachelor and master thesis, and later in profession. 
